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SPATZWEAR
AUTUMN / WINTER 2022
SPATZWEAR WAS BORN OUT OF NECESSITY. NECESSITY FOR GARMENTS 
THAT CHANGE YOUR CYCLING FOR THE BETTER. PRODUCTS THAT USE 
CUTTING EDGE MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES AND DESIGN NEVER 
SEEN BEFORE. CYCLING IS A SPORT THAT COMES WITH SUPREME 
DEMANDS AND COUNTLESS UNCONTROLLABLE WEATHER SITUATIONS.

EXPECT MORE FROM YOUR CYCLING APPAREL. 
RIDE LONGER, RIDE SPATZWEAR. 
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ARMZ
Spatz “Armz” are made specifically for (and developed by) a 2x Olympic Champion and 
will be shipped to our partner team, (Alpecin Fenix Pro Cycling) for use in the early 
season races of 2022. 

Designed purely for wet weather racing and fast training sessions, “Armz” arm warm-
ers offer a solution which has never been seen before.

Targeted neoprene panels add warmth where the cold rain hits. You remain comforta-
ble, light and aero and able to focus on the racing, not a flappy, heavy rain jacket.

In a race situation, “Armz” offer a genuine advantage by delaying or even eradicat-
ing the need to collect a rain jacket from the team car. “Armz” are all the armour you 
need for wet, cold races and fast group training sessions.

#ARMZ
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The brand new “Burnr” arm warmers are a fresh take on what arm warmers should 
be. Nobody before has created an arm warmer with such a detailed design and with so 
much consideration into what the perfect arm warmer should be...

Manufactured with seamless technology, We have been able to engineer each “panel” 
to perform it’s specific function without the need for any seams between. Each “panel” 
has a specific weave, texture and thickness to offer qualities such as warmth, support, 
articulation, moisture transport or aerodynamics. 

Using seamless manufacture means that we can sculpt warmers that hug your contours 
beautifully without unnecessary compression or bulky zippers. Subtle silicone grippers 
top and bottom keep everything in place as you battle through the elements.

The “Burnr” arms are incredibly comfortable, warm, and fast drying with the added 
advantage of a sculpted weave which seeks out any aerodynamic advantage.

This is a garment that has to be seen and used to be believed. They will soon become 
your go-to arm warmers. A true 4 season product.

#BURNRARMS

‘BURNR’ ARM WARMERS
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‘BURNR’ LEG WARMERS
The brand new “Burnr” leg warmers are a fresh take on what leg warmers should be. 
Nobody before has created a leg warmer with such a detailed design and with so much 
consideration into what the perfect leg warmer should be...

Manufactured with seamless technology, We have been able to engineer each “panel” 
to perform it’s specific function without the need for any seams between. Each “panel” 
has a specific weave, texture and thickness to offer qualities such as warmth, support, 
articulation, moisture transport or aerodynamics. 

Using seamless manufacture means that we can sculpt warmers that hug your contours 
beautifully without unnecessary compression or bulky zippers. Subtle silicone grippers 
top and bottom keep everything in place as you battle through the elements.

The “Burnr” legs are incredibly comfortable, warm, and fast drying with the added 
advantage of a sculpted weave which seeks out any aerodynamic advantage.

This is a garment that has to be seen and used to be believed. They will soon become 
your go-to leg warmers. A true 4 season product.

#BURNRLEGS
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BASEZ 2
The Spatzwear ‘BASEZ 2’ redefines the cycling base layer. Totally re-engineered. The 
most technically advanced base layer you’ll ever own.

Awarded “BEST BUY” by The Independent in November 2020 when tested against the 
world’s leading brands such as Rapha, Gore and Lecol...

 • High Neck
 • Thumb loops
 • Extended rear section
 • Moisture managing fabric
 • Thermal yet lightweight design

Worn next to your skin, the BASEZ 2 is designed to trap a layer of warm air and actively 
move moisture away from the skin. Cyclists have needed a base layer like this for 
decades. 

A base layer developed from scratch and rigorously tested by the current Olympic 
Champion. Very warm and comfortable with yarns, thicknesses, weaves and cut de-
signed specifically for cycling in the cold / wet. There is nothing like this

#BASEZ2
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Available in black and red, the Spatzwear ‘RACE LAYER’ is like nothing else on the 
market. A base layer designed to offer the warmth of 2-3 traditional garments without 
the extra weight or bulk.

Perfect for both racing and training, it is developed to sit close to the skin - ideal for use 
under modern aero jerseys. It is warm, dry, aerodynamic and incredibly comfortable.

Used in a race situation, the ‘RACE LAYER’ packs so much warmth you may not even 
need a gilet or rain jacket if the weather turns biblical. It allows you to stay aero, light 
and warm to keep your focus on the racing, not the weather...

• Extended rear section
• Sleeves to elbows
• Moisture managing fabric
• Thermal yet lightweight design
• Quick drying
• Warm where you need warmth with no unnecessary bulk or weight

Worn next to your skin, the ‘RACE LAYER’ is designed with revolutionary inner textures 
and profiles to trap a layer of warm air and actively transport moisture away from the 
skin. Cyclists have needed a base layer like this for decades. Here it is... A base layer 
developed from scratch and rigorously tested by the current Olympic Champion. Very 
warm and comfortable with yarns, thicknesses, weaves and cut designed specifically 
for cycling in the cold / wet. Sleeves can be worn down to the elbows or the fabric will 
concertina up to sit high on the arm.

The ‘RACE LAYER’ can be worn alone underneath a race jersey or add additional layers 
over the top to suit the temperature. It is truly a 4 season garment.

Nobody has ever created a base layer like this. It is totally revolutionary and will change 
your riding forever. 

#RACELAYER

‘RACELAYER’ BASELAYER
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An insanely comfortable glove which was designed to fill a void: A glove you can wear 
from the start of your race/ride to the finish.

Spatzwear “Glovz” feature an extra, wind blocking “fold-out” shell which neatly folds 
away into a hidden pocket on the back of your hand. Enjoy the dexterity and feel of a 
5 finger glove then pull out the hidden weapon when you need that extra barrier from 
the elementz.

The “Glovz” have a soft comfortable feel, using premium 4-way stretch material with 
a soft fleecy lining. The cuff is cut extra long to help to insulate those valuable blood 
vessels in your wrists and ensure the blood reaches your fingers as warm as it should.
As with our overshoes, if you want to stop your radiators freezing; insulate your pipes. 
The “Glovz” integrate perfectly with our Basez2 Base Layers.

The “Glovz” have E-touch fingers which work with your phone/computer with an addi-
tional “peepy index finger hole” for when you really need to hit WhatsApp or skip to the 
next track.

There’s nothing like Spatz “Glovz”. Designed through a lifetime of cycling in all weath-
ers.

#GLOVZ

GLOVZ
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If you are looking for a glove to keep you warm in the depths of winter; you’ve found it. 
Super warm with an extra wind layer to deploy when things get biblical.

In a very recent review, ‘The Independent’ said: “If you’re after pure performance in 
the harshest conditions, we’d go for the superb Spatzwear Thrmoz”. We can’t argue...

Revised and improved for 2022, the Spatz “Thrmoz” Deep Winter Gloves are made 
specifically for (and developed by) a 2x Olympic Champion. They are the obvious 
evolution of our “Glovz” race gloves and feature a YKK wrist zipper with easy-pull 
gripper to keep access easy as the temperature plummets. 

These are the gloves that the Alpecin-Fenix Pro Cycling team specify for winter training.

Engineered in the same silhouette as our “Glovz” race gloves, the new Spatzwear 
“Thrmoz” feature an extra wind blocking “fold-out” shell which neatly folds away into a 
hidden pocket on the back of your hand. Enjoy the dexterity and feel of a 5-finger glove 
then pull out the hidden weapon when you need that extra barrier from the elementz.

#THRMOZ

THRMOZ
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We produce the best neoprene overshoes in the world. It’s time to bring our experience 
into your hands...

Awarded “Recommended” by Cyclingnews.com in a long term test.

Spatz “NeoZ” are made specifically for (and developed by) the current Olympic 
Champion. They are designed purely for racing / riding in cold rain. They are fully 
waterproof with taped and welded seams. We do not know of another brand who goes 
to this level of manufacturing expense to keep your hands warm.

The “NeoZ” are engineered from premium, 4 way stretch neoprene with a tough, woven 
outer layer. They have a soft brushed lining for all day comfort and to help transport 
moisture away from your skin. The cuff is cut extra long to help to insulate those 
valuable blood vessels in your wrists and ensure the blood reaches your fingers as 
warm as it should. As with our overshoes, if you want to stop your radiators freezing; 
insulate your pipes. The “NeoZ” integrate perfectly with our Basez2 Base Layers.

There’s nothing like Spatz “NeoZ”. Designed through a lifetime of cycling in all weathers.

#NEOZ

NEOZ
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A true 4-season garment. Perfect for spring, summer and autumn when layered over 
our various base layers, or use it as part of your layering system for all but the coldest 
winter days. Add our BurnR Gilet to make a bulletproof deep winter ensemble.

In-woven detail and texture regulates temperature like no other jersey. We’ve added 
a stretchy wind-stopping layer to the chest and rear shoulders to create a jersey that 
handles anything you can throw at it.

Engineered of seamless construction, each ‘panel’ has dedicated thickness, weave and 
weight to offer performance unique to this garment.

Used in conjunction with our CoolR, Race Layer or Basez2 base layers, it allows you to 
stay aero, light and warm to keep your focus on the riding, not the weather...

 • Super stretch fabric for a close, aero, yet comfortable fit
 • Extended rear section with silicone hem gripper
 • 2 rear pockets with reflective detail
 • Long-cut sleeves with extendable wrist area to work with or without 
gloves
 • Moisture managing fabric
 • Thermal yet lightweight design
 • Quick drying
 • Warm where you need warmth with no unnecessary bulk or weight
 • Premium quality zipper with garage at the collar

Nobody has ever created a garment like this. It is totally revolutionary and will change 
your riding forever.

#HEATR

HEATR
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Every now and then, a garment is designed that changes the way you dress to race, 
train or simply ride. In 2017, we released the Spatz overshoe and changed the way 
cyclists protect their feet from the cold forever. Now, after 2 years of development, we 
bring you your next armoury in the fight against the cold and wet: The “WarmR” Gilet 
is here.

Engineered purely for use in the wet, the “WarmR” uses a totally waterproof and thermal 
neoprene material on the front and rear shoulder sections. Water will not pass through 
and simply runs off. The rear section is made of mid-weight lycra material to offer a 
close fit and quick drying.

The outside layer of the neoprene is matte nylon. The inside layer is soft brushed fabric 
to transport moisture and trap valuable heat. This garment is engineered for wet, cold 
racing. The aim is not to keep you dry, but to keep you insulated, sleek and fast in the 
worst conditions that mother nature can throw at you.

Nobody has ever created a rain gilet like this. It is totally revolutionary and will change 
your riding forever.

#WARMR

WARMR
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This is the Gilet you have been waiting for. Perhaps the most versatile garment you’ll 
ever own. And now, in response to rider feedback, the latest iteration has 3 rear 
pockets...

This is the gilet that the Worldtour riders wear under their aero jerseys / race suits to 
provide warmth, comfort and an added aerodynamic advantage due to the texture and 
profiling of the fabric weave.

Whether you race, train, commute or explore, the “BurnR” will be your weapon of 
choice...

The Spatz “BurnR” Gilet started with a blank piece of paper and a desire to produce 
the perfect gilet. Engineered of seamless construction, The “BurnR” sits snugly against 
your body for a super close, aero fit. The fabric is extremely stretchy for the ultimate 
in comfort, regardless of body shape or how you choose to layer.

Due to its unique design and manufacture, the “BurnR” can be worn as an outer layer, 
a mid-layer or even next to your skin. It packs up tiny and tucks into your back pocket 
mid-race/ride with the minimum of fuss.

Nobody has ever created a gilet like this. It is totally revolutionary and will change your 
riding forever. A true four-season garment.

#BURNRGILET

NEW ‘BURNR’ GILET
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Spatz “Hotsokz” Merino Wool blend socks are the perfect partner to Spatz Overshoes, 
but work equally well nestled under your favourite pair of jeans...

Tested for months in the cold, wet Yorkshire Dales, Spatz Hotsokz have been engineered 
to keep you warm, regardless of the conditions.

Developed specifically for cycling, we have added targeted merino wool panels and a 
semi-compression composition. The perfect blend of warmth and wicking, woven into a 
beautifully comfortable sock.

Tuned panel thickness and yarn choice allow us to dial-in maximum warmth with 
minimum bulk. Hotsokz fit easily into the slimmest racing shoes and deliver a warmth 
that belies their thickness and weight.

Akin to our overshoes, the length of the Hotsokz insulates the calf and shin muscles 
and blood vessels, keeping your feet comfortable and warm no matter how far you ride. 
Focus on the riding, not the weather.

#HOTSOKZ

HOTSOKZ
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Designed in partnership with the Alpecin-Fenix Professional Cycling Team, there is no 
better overshoe for wet, cold races or winter training sessions.

Both the Legalz Pro and Legalz Glo are redesigned around the ankle for a closer, 
sleeker fit and a Kevlar reinforced toe area for protection from nicks and tears.

The Legalz Glo offers High Viz Reflective graphics to keep you seen as you battle 
through the traffic. In contrast, the Legalz Pro is subtle, understated and the graphics 
will only become visible under the glare of the camera flash or headlight beam.

Waterproof neoprene throughout with targeted panel thickness for warmth, 
aerodynamics, fit and comfort. Intelligent water-dispersing lining. Hydrophobic outer 
layer. Heat welded and taped seams. Vertical liquid seal gripper seals top and bottom. 
Wrinkle-free ‘pro’ cut.

Race / train in the cold and wet? Don’t need the extra protection of the ‘Pro2’ or the 
visibility and extra insulation of the ‘Roadman3’? Legalz it is..

#LEGALZPRO #LEGALZGLO

LEGALZ PRO & GLO
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The new SPATZ ‘Roadman 3 Overshoe’ is the next logical step in the evolution of the 
Roadman. Warm, tough, reflective and now with extremely visible 360 degree bright 
yellow fluorescent (and reflective) detailing to keep you safe as you battle through the 
winter traffic.

Re-engineered with extended Kevlar toe area and targeted Aero-Armour super tough 
neoprene around the foot to guard against rips and tears. The ‘Roadman 3’ now has 
Aero-Armour neoprene at the top of the leg hem to offer easier use, an improved fit and 
increased toughness.

Integrated thermal lined shin panel to provide warmth and water management where 
you need it most. An industry first for an overshoe. Ride longer. Ride ‘Roadman 3’...

Warmer, reflective and highly visible. Tougher, but just as sleek and aero as before. 
Made for the commute. Made for rain. Made for the road, the gravel, the epic adventures.

#RDMN3

ROADMAN 3
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The best way to predict the future is to invent it. 

The new SPATZ ‘Pro 2’ is our range-topping overshoe. If you want the warmest, toughest, 
best fitting, best looking overshoe on the planet; this is your bad boy.

Designed from scratch, every panel uses ground-breaking new fabrics and a brand-new 
cut for a super sleek silhouette.

Using our new ‘Aero-Armour’ Neoprene throughout to guard against cuts and abrasion, 
we have created a whole new weapon in the fight against the cold. The Pro 2 is 100% 
lined with ultra-warm, ultra-wicking Thermo fabric to trap air, transport moisture and 
keep you warm whether you are riding.

Fast, warm, sleek, comfortable. Forget cycling with frozen feet. Forget cutting your 
winter training rides short. Embrace racing in harsh conditions when the rain is lashing 
against the window. Be smug that you’ve got SPATZ ‘Pro 2’ and your opponents don’t...

SPATZ ‘Pro’ have been developed by Olympians and Pro Cyclists. Engineered from the 
finest neoprene on the planet, these revolutionary knee length overshoes will transform 
your wet/cold riding experience.

You won’t know you’re wearing them. But you’re glad you are...

#PRO2

PRO 2
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We started with a very simple design brief: To manufacture the best toe warmers on 
the market.

A neoprene toe warmer done properly: Thermal, waterproof neoprene construction with 
a rugged, reinforced lower section and silicone aqua sealing around both openings.

Much longer cut than other brand’s toe warmers to protect the shoe and foot right up 
to the ankle.

Engineered from ultra-premium grade neoprene with a tough, woven outer layer; 
Neotoez will become your go-to protection when it’s not quite cold enough for a full 
overshoe.

Neotoez sit very closely to your shoe creating an impermeable barrier between your 
toes and the driving rain. We have designed the edges and cleat area to hug the 
contours of your shoe to seal any holes and gaps, creating perhaps your most versatile 
weapon against the wet.

Neotoez are designed with targeted material thickness to offer a snug, aero fit with 
toughness right where you need it.

#NEOTOEZ

‘NEOTOEZ’ TOE WARMERS
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We designed the new Spatz ‘HEATR’ HEAD WARMER to work in unison with a modern 
cycle helmet. The brief was to create the perfect winter head garment whether you are 
commuting, exploring or smashing the group on a January training ride. The head band 
area is warm, comfortable and wicking. It will sit unnoticed under your helmet, keep 
you warm and not affect your hearing. This is specifically designed as a band and not a 
hat so if you get too warm, you can simply pull it down to create a neck warmer without 
removing your helmet.

The seamless fabric is extremely stretchy so you can wear it covering your mouth and 
nose (with just your eyes exposed), just over your mouth (with eyes and nose exposed), 
over your chin (keeping your mouth uncovered) or down under your chin (exposing your 
whole face) whilst still keeping your ears toasty.

The neck area is thin at the rear to minimise bunching and keep neck movement free. 
The neck area is longer and warmer at the front to stop the cold wind from passing 
under your collar. The mouth and nose area is thinner and more permeable to allow 
easy breathing and quick drying.

The ‘HEATR” Head Warmer can be worn as:

A full head warmer with only the eye area open to the cold
A head warmer with eyes and nose exposed to the cold
A head warmer with eyes, nose and mouth exposed but chin covered
A head warmer with the full face exposed (but ears protected)
A neck warmer
A head band

The ‘HEATR’ head warmer is manufactured with seamless technology, meaning that 
there are no seams around the circumference of the garment to cause pressure points 
from your helmet or glasses. It is manufactured as a seamless “tube”. We have been 
able to engineer each “panel” to perform it’s specific function without the need for 
any seams between. Each “panel” has a specific weave, texture and thickness to offer 
qualities such as warmth, support, articulation and moisture transport.

This is a garment that has to be seen and used to be believed. 

‘HEATR’ HEAD WARMER
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The SPATZ ‘FASTA’ are the next step in the evolution of the SPATZ overshoe. 

Manufactured in limited quantities, the FASTA are supplied to the Alpecin-Fenix Pro 
cycling team who require an overshoe which is fast, tough, waterproof, warm and sleek.

The design of the FASTA started with a blank piece of paper and the desire to 
manufacture the best racing overshoe on the planet. The leg area is thin and supple 
lycra covered neoprene with vertical grip strips up the entire leg. The fabric creates 
a seamless transition between overshoe and leg warmer / bib tight. Wear the FASTAs 
over or under tights / leg warmers or race them classics style with bare legs. The cut 
and grippers ensure a solid fit regardless.

We have removed the velcro totally and tweaked the cut and fit to create an overshoe 
with the silhouette and feel of a TT oversock. The foot area is tough nylon covered 
neoprene for warmth, suppleness and abrasion resistance and the ankle and toe areas 
are toughened further to guard against nicks and cuts. In our opinion, there is nothing 
on the market comparable to these overshoes. They are simply brilliant.
The UCI know that our tall overshoes are aerodynamically fast. So FASTA are 
manufactured to sit right at the legal limit for racing. Hike ‘em up further if you so 
need… 

FASTA are manufactured from waterproof neoprene throughout with targeted panel 
thickness for warmth, aerodynamics, fit and comfort. Seams are heat welded, blind 
stitched and taped. Liquid seal gripper seals top and bottom keep water out. Wrinkle-
free ‘pro’ cut. 

#FASTA

FASTA OVERSHOE


